
 Learning Cohorts  
    for Rostered Ministers

As a metro area synod we have many opportunities to gather, and we do so often. But however valuable a one-
day workshop can be, a life in ministry is also replete with questions and demanded skills that need more time to 
develop. To this end, we have begun offering Learning Cohorts: sustained small group studies of a critical question 
or aspect of ministry, designed to teach us and help us live further into our callings.

All of our learning cohorts are subsidized by the synod, reflecting our commitment to help you draw on the rich 
resources already present in the metro area. These subsidies are part of our ongoing effort to re-equip synodical 
leaders with the deep learning and developing knowledge it takes to serve the church here and now.

Rising Strong in Church Leadership 
Christ rose so that we too rise strong. But that doesn’t mean there aren’t still hard falls 
we take in church leadership. What does it take to get back up? We will explore the 
unique connections of serving as a church leader during ever-changing times and  
landscapes and Dr. Brené Brown’s newest research on resilience. Our time will connect 
head and heart, personal practice and theory. We will explore how the stories we use to 
understand our challenges in ministry influence not only our self-understanding as leaders 
in the church but also our actions and behaviors. Are we stuck in ways of thinking that 
don’t serve the Body of Christ or us in life-giving ways? When we’ve been caught by hard 
emotions, do we try to avoid them? Through short lectures, self-exploration, and small 
group discussion we will develop new critical awareness and practices to strengthen  
resiliency. Connections to faith, scripture, and theology are woven throughout. 

 
Facilitator: The Rev. Sarah Ciavarri, CDWF-C
Resources:  All materials will be provided; participants are encouraged to watch Dr. Brown’s TED Talks 
  in advance of the first session.
Details: 5 sessions of 4 hours; first Thursday of each month October-May, 9:30 AM-1:30 PM.  
  Participants are encouraged to bring a lunch. Limit 8 participants. Meetings are in the synod
  conference room at 105 University Ave W, Saint Paul, 55103.
Cost:  $200 (remainder subsidized by synod)

2017 - 2018



Pastoral Theology and Care: Mental Health, Anxiety and Addiction
The Rev. Dr. Gary Wilkerson brings 44 years of ordained service, including 10 years in 
chemical dependency treatment (mostly at The Betty Ford Center), 6 years teaching 
Pastoral Care at Luther Seminary, and 8 years directing the Counseling Service at Mount 
Olivet Lutheran. The sessions will focus on mental health (especially anxiety), societal and 
congregational anxiety, and addiction and recovery. We will reflect upon the many stories 
you bring that shape your Pastoral Theology and Care. Sessions will include short  
presentations and long discussions.

Facilitator: The Rev. Dr. Gary Wilkerson
Resources: A copy of The Relational Pastor by Andy Root will be provided as  
  a primary resource.
Details: 8 sessions of 2 hours. Meeting times to be determined by group. Limit 10 participants.  
  Meetings are in the synod conference room at 105 University Ave W, Saint Paul, 55103.
Cost:  $150 (remainder subsidized by synod)

Reading Women Theologians
Christianity in the twenty-first century is a thoroughly global phenomenon with  
increasing numbers of women in positions of leadership in the church, in the academy, 
and in society. This discussion group will focus on reading recent theology done by  
women near and far. We will begin with the facilitator’s most recent work, The Virtual 
Body of Christ (Abingdon, 2016), that explores the potential for digital technology to 
help the church better be the church, especially in loving and caring for others during the 
worst times of life. Then we will move on to selections from the new book edited by  
Elizabeth Johnson, The Strength of Her Witness: Jesus Christ in the Global Voices of 
Women (Orbis, 2016), where women from across the globe theologize about being  
followers of Jesus in their own context.  

Facilitator: Dr. Deanna Thompson, Professor of Religion, Hamline University
Resources: All materials included in the price of registration (including a copy of each book)
Details: 8 sessions of 2 hours; second Monday of each month, January-August, 9:30 AM-11:30 AM. 
  Meetings are in the Colonial Room at Gloria Dei Lutheran, 700 Snelling Avenue South,  
  Saint Paul, 55116.
Cost:  $150 (remainder subsidized by synod)

Leading in the Spirit
Rostered leaders serve in a variety of evolving contexts; in this time of continual  
adaptation, the need for the deep roots of ministry to remain nourished is keenly felt. 
This learning cohort aims to be a revitalizing experience, based on the Circles of Trust 
model developed by Parker Palmer. The cohort will draw on scripture, poetry, art, music, 
the sciences, and wisdom from Lutheran and other faith traditions. Offering the rare gift 
of spacious time, enriching conversations, deep listening and mutual encouragement,  
participants will strengthen their spiritual vitality, relationships with peers, and  
contemplative practices. 

Facilitator: Dr. Chris Johnson, The Milkweed Group (www.milkweedgroup.com) 
Resources: All resources will be provided by facilitator.
Details: One-day retreats October 26 and May 17; lunch meeting in January; three hour monthly 
  meetings on the third Thursday in intervening months. Limit: 12 participants.
Cost:   $335, includes 2 days of retreat (remainder subsidized by synod).



Registration
Registration for the 2017 - 2018 learning cohorts is available at https://goo.gl/forms/QE52D5bcnMfvGL-
fr1. Registration will be open through Friday, September 25.

Some cohorts may fill quickly. If you’d like, please prepare for a second choice when registering. You will 
receive confirmation from Anna Grunner, executive assistant to the bishop, when your spot in the cohort is 
secure. An invoice will be sent at that time.

Questions about these cohorts may be sent to Anna Grunner at anna.grunner@spas-elca.org.

Please note: Learning Cohorts are open only to active rostered leaders, including those on leave from call, 
in the Saint Paul Area Synod, ELCA.
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